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Dear Sirs/Madams:

Please find attached the subject Licensee Event Report (LER) submitted as a voluntary
report. There are no new commitments made in this report.

Should you have any questions regarding this report, please contact this office.

Sincerely,

Rob Anderson,
Plant Manager - Nuclear _

cc: Mr. James Dyer
Regional Administrator, Region III
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
801 Warrenville Road
Lisle, IL 60532

NRC Resident Inspector - DAEC
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On October 3, 2001, with the plant at 100 percent (%) power, plant personnel discovered that the input
constant for the moisture carryover fraction used in the process computer for heat balance calculation
was non-conservative. The constant used was 0.1%, whereas, a report from the fuel vendor states that
the value is close to zero. In addition, based on recent plant Sodium-24 test data, the value is less than
0.007%. This error caused the reactor power calculation to be 1.3 megawatts thermal (MWth) lower
than actual. The reactor power was administratively reduced by 2 MWth to ensure the licensed
maximum power level was not exceeded. The heat balance calculation software has been
subsequently revised to use a more accurate value for the moisture carryover fraction. As a long-term
corrective action, a comprehensive review of the reactor heat balance calculation in the process
computer will be performed. Although the error resulted in a non-conservative reactor power
calculation, the event was not significant due to its small magnitude (less than 0.1% of rated thermal
power). In addition, per the fuel vendor report, use of the carryover fraction of 0.1%, while non-
conservative, does not represent a safety issue. The event did not have an adverse consequence to
the public health and safety.
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i. Description of Event:

On October 3, 2001, the plant was operating at the licensed limit of 1658 megawatts thermal (MWth)
with no Limiting Condition for Operation (LCO) in effect. After reviewing the NRC daily event report, a
report from the fuel vendor, and recent plant Sodium-24 (NA24) test data, plant personnel discovered
that the input constant for the moisture carryover fraction used in the process computer for heat
balance calculation was non-conservative-- The constant value used was 0.1%; however, based on
recent plant NA24 test data, the more accurate value is less than 0.007%. The non-conservative
constant caused the reactor power calculation to be 1.3 MWth lower than actual (non-conservative). As
an immediate corrective action, reactor power was lowered by 2 MWth to 1656 MWth to account for the
non-conservative constant.

General Electric (GE) Report, Titled, "Impact of Steam Carryover Fraction on Process Computer Heat
Balance Calculation", dated September 2001, documents a non-conservative constant for moisture
carryover fraction in the equation used to calculate plant heat balance. The report states that a number
of later model GE Boiling Water Reactor (BWR) plants have moisture carryover fractions close to zero.

II. Cause of Event:

Subsequent investigation identified that the non-conservative constant had been used since the initial
plant startup in 1974. The constant was a design value based on the steam dryer specifications by the
fuel vendor. Further investigation identified that during the initial plant startup test, the moisture
carryover fraction was determined to be 0.002%. The cause of the heat balance calculation error was
due to the use of the non-conservative design value instead of the more accurate actual test data in the
process computer. The reason why the actual test data was not used in 1974 cannot be determined.
The event was discovered during a review of the industry operating experience.

III. Assessment of Safety Consequences:

The non-conservative constant resulted in a lower core thermal power calculation. The error was not
significant due to its small magnitude (1.3 MWth or less than 0.1 % of rated thermal power). Per the fuel
vendor report, while use of 0. 1 % for the carryover fraction is non-conservative, it does not represent a
safety issue.

1 OCFR50 Appendix K requires accident analysis from 102% reactor power to allow for instrument
inaccuracy. This maximum analyzed power level was 1691.16 MWth for the plant. Actual instrument
accuracy at the plant is better than that assumed in the regulations. This event did not have an
adverse consequence to the public health and safety.

NRC FORM 366A (1-2001)
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Ill. Assessment of Safety Consequences (continued):

Due to fluctuations in the reactor power level for BWR plants, the shift average reactor power level is
typically less than the rated thermal power license limit. However, because the error has existed for an
extended period of time and the plant is usually operated at its maximum power level, it is believed that
the licensed maximum power level has been exceeded in the past. Therefore, this event is reported as
a violation of the maximum power level in Section 2.C.(1) of the plant's operating license. A historical
search for actual shift average power levels to quantify the number of occurrences in the past is not
considered necessary.

IV. Corrective Actions:

Completed Corrective Actions:

* Upon the discovery of the error on 10/3/01, reactor power was administratively reduced by 2
MWth to ensure the licensed maximum power level was not exceeded.

* On 10/28/01, a 0% value for the moisture carryover fraction was inserted in the appropriate
software for heat balance calculation and the administrative restriction was cancelled.

LonQ-Term Corrective Action:

* A comprehensive review of the reactor heat balance calculation in the process computer
including the inputs and assumed constants will be performed to assure future accurate heat
balance calculation (Action Request # 28648).

V. Additional Information:

Previous Similar Occurrences:

A review of LERs at the plant over the last five years did not identify any previous similar events.

EIIS System and Component Codes:

There was no component failure in this event. The cause of the heat balance calculation error was due
to the use of the non-conservative design value instead of the more accurate actual test data in the
process computer.

This report is submitted as a voluntary report of a violation of the licensed maximum power level in
ot ion 2.C.(1) of the plant's operating license.


